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Rationality Analytics from Trajectories
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The availability of trajectories tracking the geographical locations of people as a function of time offers an
opportunity to study human behaviors. In this article, we study rationality from the perspective of user
decision on visiting a point of interest (POI) which is represented as a trajectory. However, the analysis of
rationality is challenged by a number of issues, for example, how to model a trajectory in terms of complex
user decision processes? and how to detect hidden factors that have significant impact on the rational decision
making? In this study, we propose Rationality Analysis Model (RAM) to analyze rationality from trajectories
in terms of a set of impact factors. In order to automatically identify hidden factors, we propose a method,
Collective Hidden Factor Retrieval (CHFR), which can also be generalized to parse multiple trajectories
at the same time or parse individual trajectories of different time periods. Extensive experimental study
is conducted on three large-scale real-life datasets (i.e., taxi trajectories, user shopping trajectories, and
visiting trajectories in a theme park). The results show that the proposed methods are efficient, effective,
and scalable. We also deploy a system in a large theme park to conduct a field study. Interesting findings
and user feedback of the field study are provided to support other applications in user behavior mining and
analysis, such as business intelligence and user management for marketing purposes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of tracking devices (e.g., GPS, WiFi, and RFID) enables the collection
of trajectories [Liu et al. 2013c]. A trajectory is a moving path that tracks the location of
a moving object in a space as a function of time. For example, trajectories can be found in
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Fig. 1. Rationality analytics from trajectories in a theme park.

urban taxi transportation, shopping malls, and theme parks [Liu et al. 2013c]. Recent
studies show that trajectories reflect user decisions [Le et al. 2014]. Users often make
a decision based on their bounded knowledge in particular situations [Russell 1997].
To achieve the goals in certain social activities, a decision can thus be rational or irra-
tional, which motivates rationality analysis on human behavior and decision making
[Russell 1997; Tennenholtz 2001; Li et al. 2011]. Different from these studies [Russell
1997; Tennenholtz 2001; Li et al. 2011], our task is to conduct rationality analysis based
on trajectory behaviors and build a practical system for large-scale trajectory analysis.

Taking a real-life case study as an example, with daily data from a big theme park in
Singapore, we illustrate visitors’ behaviors (11,725 individuals over 3 months) by visit
distribution and expense distribution to show the rationality feature. Visit distribution
is the number of attractions visited by a visitor each day and expense distribution is
the money spent on different attractions for different visitors each day. In this theme
park, we collect the one-day bundle pass (70 dollars to visit at most 17 attractions in
a day), and report the results in Figure 1. 48.10% of the visitors visit more than nine
attractions (in Figure 1(a)) which cost more than 90 dollars for individual visit without
the bundle pass. On the other hand, there are still 16.89% of visitors visit less than
five attractions which actually only cost 50 dollars for individual visit. 1.21% of visitors
visit more than 14 attractions which cost more than 140 dollars for individual visit. In
Figure 1(b), we show the expense distribution by the profit (total cost of individual visit
minus the bundle pass price). We find that for 16.40% of visitors, it is cheaper to visit
individually, instead of buying any bundle pass; we observe that 2.71% of the visitors
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lose as much as 50 dollars by purchasing the bundle pass. But 44.11% of the visitors
can benefit from the bundle pass and 0.52% of the visitors break even (the same as the
individual visit). In summary, there exists irrationality not only in spending too much
money to buy the bundle pass but also in exhausting themselves by visiting too many
attractions. Thus the immediate benefit of studying rationality from trajectories is to
help the merchant design bundles or promotions, and improve the user experience.
New challenges to rationality analysis from trajectories (RAT) are as follows.

—Large-scale Trajectory Data. Few studies have proposed to conduct rationality anal-
ysis based on user trajectory behavior. Large-scale trajectory data involve both spa-
tial and temporal information. Existing trajectory analysis techniques such as large
Markov decision process model [Haaren and Davis 2012] are inapplicable due to the
high computational cost.

—Undefined Noises. There exist noises in trajectory data, which make the data hard
to be learned by an existing model [Zheng et al. 2014; Vikash and Davidson 2001].
On the other hand, there is not an explicit way to define noises from rational or
irrational behaviors.

—Misaligned Correlated Data. Different trajectories may reflect different incentives
in misaligned spatial and temporal dimensions. The modeling of impact factors in
decision-making process is hard because traditional regression methods often do not
well fit into real-life data. The relations among the impact factors are complicated,
which tends to be high order and nonlinear. For example, the waiting time of a POI
is influenced by large number of users requesting services at the same time interval.

—Hidden Factors. With limited views of the data and privacy concerns, it is hard to
capture all potential impact factors when a user makes decisions [Liu et al. 2013a].

Suggested by existing studies [Liu et al. 2013a; Tennenholtz 2001; Wang et al. 2013],
many real-life datasets show that: (1) human behaviors are often influenced by cost
constrains (e.g., prices and time cost); and (2) rationality can be defined with respect
to the acceptance of the population, that is, a common behavior of the majority is
considered as a rational behavior. Based on the two observations, we introduce RAM
for rationality analysis. First, we construct utility function to model the demand of an
individual user. To measure utility, we investigate to obtain a set of potential impact
factors that affect human decision-making and evaluate the weight of each factor.
Second, based on a pricing model, we demonstrate the overall volatility of utility to
measure the variation of behavior cost over time. Third, based on a Behavioral Asset
Pricing Model (BAPM) from behavior econometrics perspective, we utilize Dynamic
Volume Index (DVI) to describe a person’s tendency in the future and sentiment to the
moment. Thus, we obtain a set of impact factors that lead to rationality. Finally, we find
irrational volatility and noise. By linear regression and significance test, we extract
the irrational volatility and the set of impact factors that lead to irrationality as well.
Because we survey to get potential impact factors, there might be hidden factor that we
cannot take into account. For hidden factor, we denote it as X-factor which results in
larger noise volatility. We then propose CHFR, a technique to detect hidden factor using
similarity measure in residual trajectories after filtering trajectory parts related to the
known factors and outlier. We employ this technique to analyze the hidden factors for
both multipersons trajectories and individual trajectories during different time periods.

To summarize, this work has the following contributions.

—Our work is the first to conduct RAT from behavior economics perspective.
—We introduce RAM which utilizes a BAPM to extract volatility caused by rationality

in decision making, as well as the volatility caused by irrationality, and the residual
trajectories caused by noise.
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—We use linear regression with significance test to identify the significant factors that
people consider to make rational or irrational decisions.

—We propose CHFR to detect hidden factors from residual trajectories after filtering
trajectories correlated with the known factors and outliers.

—We employ three different real-life datasets to evaluate our models and study dif-
ferent human behaviors. We deploy our system in a theme park to conduct a field
study. At the end, findings and feedbacks of users from the field study are provided
for future work.

In Section 2, we introduce the problem definition. In Section 3, we present the model
to analyze behavior’s rationality. In Section 4, we propose the technique to retrieve the
hidden impact factor to the rationality. In Section 5, we present the evaluation results.
In Section 6, we survey the literature. We conclude our work in Section 7.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

The input to the problem is a set of trajectories D = {Ti}. We have a trajectory as
a time-stamped sequence of POIs tracking the visiting locations of a user, that is,
Ti = {o j[ts, te]}, where o j is a POI, ts indicates the start time of the visit at o j , and
te is the end time of the visit. Each POI o j is a two tuple 〈μ,ψ〉, where μ denotes
the geographical location of o j and ψ is a set of nonspatial properties to describe and
profile o j . For example, a business entity has a location as μ and properties, such as
name, type of business, promotion, and user reviews, as ψ . Given a trajectory Ti, a
cost function lTi : {o j[ts, te]} �→ R maps user visits at POIs to real numbers. Such a
real number indicates a cost at a POI o j during a time period [ts, te], for example, the
expense that a user makes at a business entity in a shopping mall. With the input,
we have POIs into categories based on their properties, for example, business types or
functionality (i.e., restaurants, cinemas, and supermarkets).

The trajectories represent users’ visiting behaviors including visited POIs, lengths
of the stay, and cost of each visit. Before we introduce the problem, we define a concept
of impact factor that determines a user’s behavior such as how much money or how
long time a user spends at a business entity.

Definition 2.1 [Impact Factor]. An impact factor xk is an individual measurable
property that can impact on a user’s behavior at o j during a specific time period [ts, te].

xk is a string in this article. Although impact factors are possible to be observed
(e.g., average queuing time of a restaurant), some of them are not necessary to be
discriminating and significant. In this article, we first conduct survey in our study
context and then use a significance test, t-test, to resolve whether an impact factor is
significant. A user’s behavior is often determined by a set of impact factors. For example,
the visit of a restaurant can be influenced by average queuing time, rating, cuisine,
location, and the like. For a user behavior on visiting a POI, we assume that a set of
impact factors are observed and given, to be noted, some of which may be insignificant.
We thus term such an observed set of impact factors as the potential impact factors
X. We also define those hard to be observed but having significant impact on user
behaviors as the hidden impact factors. In the following sections, we use mathematical
methods to identify these impact factors.

For the set of impact factors X = {xk} that determines user behavior on visiting a
category of POIs, we have a weight vector to show their importance on the influence
of user behavior. The weights are also termed as coefficients represented by C = {γk},
where k = 1, 2, . . . , |X|. We proceed to define rationality, irrationality, and noise in
terms of coefficients.
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Rationality has different specialized meanings in economics, sociology, psychology,
evolutionary biology, and political science. It can be variously defined in different con-
text. In this work, we study rationality in the contexts of theme park visitors, shopping
mall customers, and taxi drivers, which enable us to define rationality as majority’s
choice or behavior as in Definition 2.2. To illustrate the concept, we show several mo-
tivating examples. For a large theme park, if most visitors, for example, 90% of the
total visitors, choose to buy a type of ticket, it is often to prove that this type of ticket
is one of the best choices for visitors. Recently, we find that many ticketing systems or
e-commerce services in general (e.g., Tripadvisor1, Amazon2, JingDong3) display how
many (percentage of) people have bought or like a product. Consequently, this will
help other customers to identify majority’s choice as their references of rationality. In
a shopping mall, usually most of young lady customers are likely to visit cosmetic or
shoe shops. Based on the majority’s choice, a rational behavior for young ladies in a
shopping mall can be defined. In such a situation, if we find some young ladies sud-
denly visit electrics shops, we would identify irrational behaviors that could due to
shop promotions. In the context of city transportation, taxi drivers know the traffic and
road conditions well. Most of the drivers would choose a specific routing path during a
period between two places, which would be different from the suggested routes by the
navigation systems. However, the driver’s choice could be more rational because most
of them find that the route is easy of access in terms of traffic or accident risk.

Definition 2.2 [Rationality]. Rationality indicates a rational behavior that is defined
by a universal preference. A universal preference is represented by a vector of coeffi-
cients C = {γk}, which is consistent with the weights considered by the majority when
they are to visit a category of POIs.

A majority is usually defined as a subset of a set consisting of more than half of the
set’s elements. In reality, the concept of majority is threshold-based, which is defined
by applications.

Definition 2.3 [Irrationality]. Irrationality indicates an irrational behavior that
is defined by a personal preference. A personal preference is a vector of coefficients
C = {γk}, which is not consistent with the weights considered by the majority when
they are to visit a category of POIs but the same with the weights considered by a user
when the user is to visit a category of POIs.

Definition 2.4 [Noise]. Noise indicates an exceptional behavior that cannot be defined
by universal or personal preference.

Based on the preceding definitions, we formally define RAT as follows.

Problem Statement
Rationality Analysis from Trajectories (RAT)

Given a set of trajectories D = {Ti}, we mine all the significant and hidden impact
factors of each category of POIs and identify rationality, irrationality, and noise from
the visit sequences.

1http://www.tripadvisor.com.
2http://www.amazon.com.
3http://www.jd.com.
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Fig. 2. The overview of Rationality Analysis Model (RAM).

3. RATIONALITY ANALYSIS MODEL

In this section, we introduce RAM. First, we introduce a behavioral financial analysis
model: BAPM [Linn and Tay 2007; Vikash and Davidson 2001] based on a utility
function to extract rationality, irrationality, and noise (refer to Section 3.3). Then, a
CFHR method is proposed to detect hidden impact factors (refer to Section 4). The
overview of RAM is illustrated in Figure 2.

3.1. Construction of Utility Function

The demand of an individual is generally modeled by a utility function. In the the-
ory of finance and investment, the utility of a trader is represented by the gained
amount of money. In our work, we employ similar notion of the utility function. Tak-
ing the shopping mall case for instance, we first classify all sites in a shopping mall
to multiple categories, such as leisure site (restaurants, coffee shops, and restrooms),
entertainment site (cinemas and game centers), and shopping site (clothing stores,
supermarkets, retail stores). Given a site category k, a person’s utility function Rk is
usually dependent on various factors (variables). Assume we are considering the cat-
egory of clothing stores, the following factors have impacts on the utility of a person,
consequently, impact on their decisions: [average waiting time, season, discount or pro-
motion, brand, price, site, time of the day, crowdedness of stores, activities or shows,
recommendation and advertisement, the preferred place by person’s set of friends,
history records].
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For the category of restaurants, we consider the following factors: [average user
waiting time, time of the day, multiple taste choices, site, crowdedness of restaurants,
brands, recommendation and advertisement, the preferred place by person’s set of
friends, history records, season]. Note that the dependence of the utility on the associ-
ated factors is usually time varying. The construction of utility function is described in
Algorithm 1.

In Algorithm 1, fk is a function on all the possible factors, and Rk(·) is a function
of all selected factors. Based on the time-varying observations {xkt}, k = 1, 2, . . . , m,
t = 1, 2, . . . , l (suppose we divide the observed time into l periods), we obtain a set of
utilities {Rkt}, t = 1, 2, . . . , l for each category k.

Similarly, we define utility function for the entire environment (sum of all categories),
and a sequence of utilities of persons: {Rt}, t = 1, 2, . . . , l.

3.2. Rationality, Irrationality, and Noise

Rationality, that is the rational decision, is defined to be made based on a particular
set of the impact factors with the similar weights placed on them. In other words, the
rational decisions are the ones following the universal preference. Considering that
there exists no strict rational person, that is, individuals are usually partially rational
and partially irrational, we are particularly interested in qualifying the rationality in
the person’s behavior.

Irrationality, on the contrary, usually means decisions are made inconsistent with
the universal preference. This may be due to that individuals generally have their
personal preferences, which consequently result in a different set of considerations
and/or same set of considerations but with different weights used in decision-making.
In the following work, we also explore the irrationality in person’s behavior and find
several possible impact factors.

Noises can be considered random unwanted phenomena without interpretation in
the context of universal or personal preferences.

Thus, we claim that a class of decisions are considered rational if they follow the
universal preferences, or irrational if they do not follow the universal preferences but

ALGORITHM 1: Construction of utility function
1: For each category k, we describe the relationship between the utility and the potential

impact factors as follows.
2: Assume there are s impact factors under consideration for each category k and denote them

as {xk′}, k′ = 1, 2, . . . , s.
3: Estimate the coefficients {γk′ }, (k′ = 1, . . . , s) in the following linear model by ordinary

least-square method.

fk =
s∑

k′=1

γk′ xk′ + ε0,

where ε0 is the error term. We use the training dataset from the survey. fk is learned
towards the gained amount of money at each category k in the training dataset.

4: By significance testing of the factors {xk′ }’s, we have a set of significant factors {xk′ : k′ ∈ P},
where P is the set of all subscripts of significant factors.

5: We use the linear regression to estimate the coefficients α’s of the significant factors and
thus get the estimates of the utility function for each category k, which is denoted by Rk(·).

Rk(x1, x2, . . . , xp) �=
∑
k′∈P

αk′ xk′ + ε0,

where p is the cardinality of set P and ε0 is the error.
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can be interpreted based on personal preferences. Otherwise the class of decisions are
considered noises.

We use the case of persons in a shopping mall to analyze the rationality and irra-
tionality. The group of persons in a shopping mall is considered as mixed groups. Among
them, there are three types of persons: rational persons, irrational persons, and noise
persons.

Given a fixed period during the opening hours (e.g., 10 am–11 pm), we observe the
utility of the whole shopping mall as well as the utility of the persons in the stores for
each category k = 1, . . . , m in the same period, denoted by Rk.

From the last section, we have the following sequences of utilities for the entire en-
vironment and categories, respectively. Series of utilities of person for entire shopping
mall: {R1, R2, . . . , Rt}. Series of utilities of person for m categories: {Rk1, Rk2, . . . , Rkt},
for k = 1, 2, . . . , m.

Under the assumption that persons go to a particular category to seek for utilities,
they vote to categories by their behaviors, which can be reflected as the utility function.
Thus, a larger utility in a category means consumers have greater preference for a
category. To measure the variation of a behavior decision cost over time, we define
volatility as follows.

Definition 3.1 [Volatility]. The volatility associated with a decision on a category is
defined as βk, k = 1, . . . , m. The volatility βk associated with a decision on category k
can be computed as

βk = Cov(Rkt, Rt)
Var(Rt)

, (1)

where Cov is covariance and Var is variable.

The βk shows the overall volatility of utility for kth category. Ideally, βk is very small,
assuming that the persons share the similar universal preferences. But more often,
this is not the case in real data, since individuals do not exactly follow the univer-
sal preferences, but take their personal preferences into consideration. Here, we are
particularly interested in the part of personal preferences that are inconsistent with
universal preferences over each category, which results in the larger value of βk.

We decompose βk into three components, namely, the rational part β̃, the irrational
part β ′, and noise part N, with the constraint that βk = β̃ + β ′ + N. First, we separate
out the rational part β̃ from the other two. Second, for the remainders, that is, β ′ + N,
we analyze several potential impact factors in the context of the personal preferences.
Consequently, impact factors within the context of personal preferences determine the
irrational part β ′. The residuals are considered to be noises.

3.3. Recognition of Rationality

In econometric insight as in BAPM framework, irrational and noise portfolio behavior
is the core because once noise trader behavioral portfolio has been determined, it can
estimate the value of BAPM’s β̃, and finally complete construction of BAPM. Since the
behavior portfolios of irrational and noise persons are changing, the behavioral phe-
nomenon at time state t play a significant role, but at t + 1 moment might become
negligible, there are apparent differences between t+1 moment and t moment. We uti-
lize DVI, the level and changes of utilities reflecting person’s tendency of future trends
and sentiment at the moment, to estimate the value of β̃, and finally complete the con-
struction of BAPM. In BAPM, the construction of DVI is based on the utility. We use
utility as criterion to measure a person’s preference. Also, the utility reflects different
persons’ different views and sentiments of categories or the entire environment. The
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ALGORITHM 2: Construction of DVI
1: Filter the person volume (Vt) by

Vt = a + b1t + b2t2 + εt,

where a, b1 and b2 are parameters. t and t2 represent the linear and nonlinear time trend. εt
are residues, denoted by V ′

t .
2: Filter the V ′

t by an autoregressive integrated moving average model [Hristache et al. 2001]
to get the new residues vnoise

t . Compute the mean of the residues as E(vnoise
t ). If E(vnoise

t ) > 0,
we say the corresponding category is active and include it in the next step.

3: Given a set of active categories S, the DVI can be computed by

DVIt =
√ ∑

(Vkt Rkt)
Vk,t−1 Rk,t−1

×
√ ∑

(Hkt Rkt)
Hk,t−1 Rk,t−1

,

where Vkt and Vk,t−1 are the person volume of kth category at time t and time t − 1,
respectively. Rkt and Rk,t−1 are the utilities of kth category at time t and time t − 1,
respectively. Hkt and Hk,t−1 are the population transfer proportion, which is defined as:

Hkt = Ncome
kt +Nleave

kt

Ncome
kt +Nleave

kt +Nstay
kt

Here, Ncome
kt is number of persons who come around time state t, Nleave

kt

is number of persons who leave around time state t, and Nstay
kt is number of persons who stay

around time state t of kth category, respectively.

method to construct DVI is described in Algorithm 2. Person volume is defined as the
number of persons.

The relationship between volatility of rationality and utility value for kth category
in time period t is as follows:

Rkt − Rf = a + β̃(DVIt − Rf ),

where β̃ = {β̃1, β̃2, . . . , β̃m} and Rf is the expected utility of the area without any
facilities. But here in our case it is hard to get the appropriate value for Rf . We merge
Rf with the constant factor a as follows.

Rkt = a + β̃DVIt,

where a is constant. Here, β̃ = {β̃1, β̃2, . . . , β̃m}, is the volatility associated with the
rational decisions.

3.4. Recognition of Irrationality and Noise

In this section, we propose the following data augmentation scheme. Suppose we ob-
serve for N days. For each day and each category, we consider the factors impacting
persons’ decision making and person volume and calculate the utility function. We
estimate the βn and β̃n for each day n, n = 1, . . . , N. Thus, we have a sequence of
β̂n = βn − β̃n, denoted by β̂. Here, we use linear regression together with significance
test to analyze the factors that affect person’s irrational decisions.

As a result, xk in set Q are the factors that make sense in person’s irrational decision
making, and β ′ = ∑

k∈Q λkxk is the volatility caused by irrationality.
To extract irrational risk from β̂, we use Single Index Model (SIM), which is an

important class of models alternative to the linear model and has been widely used in
econometrics [Vikash and Davidson 2001]. Also, SIM better fits the real case then the
linear ones, to analyze the potential factors.

We now introduce the SIM:

β̂ = η(x�β) + εβ,

ACM Transactions on Knowledge Discovery from Data, Vol. 10, No. 1, Article 10, Publication date: July 2015.
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where x = {x1, . . . , xp} are p possible impact factors. η(·) is the unknown nonparametric
link function and β is the parametric link function. εβ is the error term which is also
the noise risk.

The SIM is a popular class of semiparametric models because it can avoid the problem
of curse of dimensionality and lack of interpretability for the fully nonparametric
methods. Specially, it utilizes a linear combination of the covariances, called index,
to summarize their impacts on the response variable and further relates it to the
response by a univariate nonparametric link function, providing an efficient way to
handle multiplicative regression. In the context of machine learning, SIM refers to a
class of semisupervised learning algorithm.

Various methods have been developed for the estimation of the nonparametric link
function in SIM, including kernel estimates, average derivatives methods and splines
[Powell et al. 1989; Hristache et al. 2001].

By fitting SIM, we estimate link function η and recognize it as the irrational part
of β. For the residuals ε, we recognize it as noise. Similarly, we use SIM to analyze
utility function R. Since SIM costs much more time in computation, we apply linear
model at the beginning to construct utility function. We may also try to explore the
tradeoffs between complexity, accuracy, and computational efficiency, which we leave
out for future work. The method to recognize irrationality and noise is summarized in
Algorithm 3.

ALGORITHM 3: Recognition of irrationality and noise
1: Assume there are s − |P| impact factors of irrational decisions under consideration for each

category k, time period t, and denote them as {xk′}, k′ ∈ Pc and Pc is the complement set
of P.

2: Estimate the coefficients {θk′ }, (k′ ∈ Pc) in the following linear model by ordinary least
square method,

β̂ =
∑
k∈Pc

θkxk + ε1,

where ε1 is the error term.
3: By significance testing of the factors {xk′ }’s, we have a set of significant factors {xk′ : k′ ∈ Q}

where Q is the set of all subscripts of significant factors.
4: We use the linear regression to estimate the coefficients λ’s of the significant factors and

thus get the estimates of volatility caused by irrationality for each category k, which is
denoted by β̂.

β̂ =
∑
k′∈Q

λk′ xk′ + ε2,

where ε2 is the error term.

3.5. Discussion of Potential Impact Factors

There are usually a large number of possible impact factors, and it is hard to manually
distinguish whether each factor is associated with universal and/or personal prefer-
ence. Considering that, some factors apparently have effects on β̂ and Rkt, and some
may be highly intercorrelated. Thus, it is the variable selection problem. In our work,
we propose the first framework to analyze rationality and impact factors. To better es-
timate impact factors, more adaptive models and advanced estimation techniques are
required (e.g., additive model which combines multiple index and variable selection).

After we find all the impact factors that correspond to human irrational decisions, it
is important that managers of the shopping mall should take measures based on the
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Fig. 3. The workflow of CHFR.

factors to decrease the bad influence from human irrational decisions. It is important for
theme park operators to investigate impact factors to conduct population management
and visit routing. For taxi drivers, the taxi companies are able to learn from impact
factors to train taxi drivers for better services and efficient driving styles.

4. HIDDEN FACTOR RETRIEVAL

Since we survey to identify the potential factors, there might be hidden factors that
we cannot capture from the collected data. We denote them as X-factor. Then, after we
detect the volatility of noise, if ε is large, we claim that there are hidden factors. To
automatically detect hidden factors, we retrieve features from trajectories.

In this section, we propose a CHFR (overview in Figure 3) to automatically detect the
hidden factors that we cannot realize by survey. Let a trajectory Tj be represented as
Tj = {(ur

j, v
r
j); r = 1, . . . , Nj}, where (ur

j, v
r
j) is position of jth person, Nj is the number

of location points in a trajectory and j = 1, 2, . . . , n. n is number of trajectories.
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4.1. Trajectory Filtering

By RAM, we already have a set of factors {xk, k = 1, 2, . . . , d}. Some lead to rationality,
some lead to irrationality, and others are not significant corresponding to the impact
on human decision-making according to the criteria of rationality and irrationality. We
transfer these factors into trajectory features. Then, we filter out the trajectory parts
that match the features from the input.

For instance, in a situation of taxi drivers searching for persons, there is a trivial
factor: weather. Since for rainy regions, the demand is larger, and drivers can get more
utility if they are in rainy regions. Now we transfer the factor into trajectory feature:
suppose the rainy region is {(u, v) : a1 ≤ u ≤ a2, b1 ≤ v ≤ b2} and rainy time period is
[t1, t2]. Now we utilize the notion of the target trajectory mean proposed in Anjum and
Cavallaro [2008], which works well to distinguish the trajectories belonging to different
regions and is calculated as follows:

mj = 1
N′

j

N′
j∑

r=1

(
xr

j , yr
j

)
,

where N′
j is the number of trajectory points form time slot t1 to t2 for jth person. We

claim the decision is rational if mj satisfies mj ∈ {(u, v) : a1 ≤ u ≤ a2, b1 ≤ v ≤ b2}
during rainy time period [t1, t2].

4.2. Outliers Detection

We describe an outlier detection technique to find top-k outliers which is based on
hierarchical clustering methods. Algorithm 4 outlines the main steps of identifying
outliers using a hierarchical clustering method.

ALGORITHM 4: Outliers detection
Input: DATA: a dataset with n1 variables and n2 observations; a distance function d: Canberra

distance function; a hierarchical algorithm h; nc is a number of clusters to use (entailing a
level of cut of the hierarchy): nc = max{2, n/10}; a threshold t for the size of small clusters.

Output: Outliers OUT
1: ←− φ
2: Obtain the distance matrix D by applying the distance function d to the observations in

DATA
3: Use algorithm h to grow an hierarchy using the distance matrix D
4: Cut the hierarchy at the level l that leads to nc clusters
5: For each resulting cluster c Do
6: IF sizeof (c) < t THEN
7: OUT ←− OUT ∪ {obs ∈ c}

4.3. Multiple Trajectories at the Same Time

We collect trajectories from n persons in the same period as {Tj : j = 1, 2, . . . , n}, and
carry out the procedure mentioned earlier. We denote the trajectories after filtering
trajectory parts correlated to known factors and outliers as Tj : Tj = {(ur

j, v
r
j), r =

1, . . . , Nj}. Now we put the residual trajectories in a graph to find the path with most
similarity which is caused by hidden factor. By analyzing the path and correlated
positions in the path, we can explore the corresponding hidden factor automatically for
multipersons.
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4.4. Individual Trajectory at Different Times

We collect trajectories from one person during N days, namely, {Tjn : n = 1, 2, . . . , N}
for particular jth person, and do the earlier mentioned procedure. We denote the
trajectories after filtering trajectory parts correlated to known factors and outliers as
Tjn: Tjn = {(ur

jn, v
r
jn), r = 1, . . . , Nj, n = 1, 2, . . . , N}.

Now we put the residual trajectories in a graph to find the path with most similarity
which is caused by hidden factor. By analyzing the path and correlated positions in
the path, we can explore the corresponding hidden factor automatically for particular
individual during different time periods. Analyzing and comparing single person’s
trajectories or behavior strategies during different days, we evaluate the hidden factor
that affects single person’s rationality or irrationality reflected in behaviors.

5. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

In this section, we compare our method with baseline approaches on three differ-
ent behavior datasets. At the end, interesting findings, field study and feedbacks are
provided.

5.1. Experiment Setup

Real-life datasets: we conduct our experiments on three real-life datasets: (1) theme
park visitor check-in data (Park): we collected 11,725 visitors’ trajectories with time
duration as long as three months in an island at Singapore. (2) Customer shopping
behavior data (Mall): we collected 5,000 customers’ trajectories (over an observation
duration of two days) in one level of a big shopping mall in Singapore. In this dataset, we
introduced 16 controlled groups (ground truth) to test if RAM can identify these groups’
rationality [Liu et al. 2013b]. (3) Taxi driver tracking data (City): we collected 10,000
taxi drivers’ trajectories (over an observation duration of one week) from a big city in
China. In this dataset, there exist 650 groups (ground truth from the taxi company),
such that each group is assigned a region to traverse by the company.). The whole
city has more than 20,000 road segments, around 10,000 taxis belonging to more than
100 taxi companies; each company partitions its drivers into several taxi groups (10
to 50 groups). The tracking records including Taxi ID, instant speed, driving direction,
location, company ID, taxi type ID, and group ID (associated with company ID). From
the data, we observe that taxi drivers do exhibit a grouping pattern (community): given
a region (described as a set of road segments), they always traverse in this region in a
given time period. Thus in this experiment, we create a grid-based representation of the
city (based on the road segments) and investigate the effectiveness of RAM by applying
it on the collected trajectories of the drivers, and then comparing the identified groups
with the real groups defined by the company (ground truth) [Liu et al. 2013c].

Experiment environment: Our experiments and latency observations are conducted
on a standard server (Linux), with four Intel Core Quad CPUs, Q9550 2.83 GHz and
32 GB main memory.

Baseline methods: We compare our method with two categories of approaches. First,
in decision analysis model, we take GSSL [Haaren and Davis 2012] to compare with our
RAM model. In previous work, decision process is usually modeled as Markov network.
GSSL combines a data-driven, specific-to-general search strategy with randomization
to quickly generate a large set of candidate features that all have support in the data.
GSSL uses weight learning, with L1 regularization, to select a subset of generated fea-
tures to include in the model. In our experiment, we compute the rationality probability
in each node in Markov network and thus find the joint probability distribution to test
the rationality of a given path (decision process). Second, in feature selection model
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we take LUFS [Tang and Liu 2012] with our CHFR. LUFS is unsupervised feature
selection approach for linked data which are considered as the trajectory data. For
LUFS, the feature selection is conducted to detect the hidden factors. We test the se-
lected feature (hidden impact factor) quality in terms of clustering performance as
[Tang and Liu 2012]. GSSL and LUFS are the state-of-the-art methods in decision
analysis model and feature selection model, respectively.

Evaluation metrics: In our experiments, we use the total execution time (at different
scales) to evaluate the computational efficiency. We utilize the precision and recall to
evaluate effectiveness. The detailed definitions of the earlier evaluation metrics are
explained in the experimental results.

5.2. Experiment Design

To collect high-quality training data, we employ a survey. Taking the shopping mall as
an example, we illustrate our experiment design. We also conduct similar surveys in
park and taxi drivers. The emphasis of the field survey is to collect sufficient amount of
information to construct utility function for persons. In particular, we want to under-
stand the underlying relationship of utilities and the factors for each category. Persons’
sites and factors affecting their visiting choices are therefore the most important pieces
of information we need to collect.

First, we classify all the sites by categories: leisure, entertainment, and shopping
stores in a shopping mall. We call for n volunteers. We collect trajectory information for
each individual during the opening hours: time, site, waiting time, and average waiting
time for all volunteers in each category during the opening hours.

We collect n volunteers’ views on factors that affect their decisions of each category
and the entire environment. We list factors for each category and entire environment,
and the volunteers give ratings. For example, for average waiting time, the volunteers
just need to fill out their actual waiting time. For other factors that cannot be measured
by value easily, we give ratings from 0 to 10, respectively and criteria for each level.
Then, we let volunteers evaluate the value on their own, and judge by the criteria. We
denote each volunteers’ evaluation on each category during the opening hours as Rin.
If they think that there are some other factors they might consider but are not in the
list, they could add new factors, and give ratings as well. At last, we denote all these
factors as {xi}. Then, we collect n volunteers’ evaluation on the whole utilities they get,
from 1 to 10 (denoted by Rn).

Having the training data mentioned earlier, we simulate as described next.
First, by Algorithm 1, we use a set of Rin to estimate the time-varying utility function

Rkt, k = 1, 2, . . . , m for each category. Similarly, we use a set of Rn to estimate the time-
varying utility function Rt for the entire environment.

Second, by dividing opening hours into l periods, we get l values of Rkt and Rt. Then,
we calculate the volatility βk = Cov(Rkt,Rt)

V ar(Rt)
, k = 1, 2, . . . , m for each category at time state

t, t = 1, 2, . . . , l.
Third, by Algorithm 2, we calculate DVIt. The population transfer proportion of kth

category at time t can be calculated as long as we get the training data.
Fourth, by Algorithm 3, we collect average waiting time for all volunteers in each

site during each time state t, t = 1, 2, . . . , l. Since we have series {Rkt} and by doing
linear regression again, we can get β̃ = {β̃1, β̃2, . . . , β̃m}, the volatility associated with
the rational decisions in each category at different time state.

Fifth, by Algorithm 4, since β̂k = βk − β̃ is sum of volatilities caused by irrationality
and noise, we can get volatility β ′ caused by irrationality by linear regression and
observed data for N days. Also, the residue is the volatility caused by noise.
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Fig. 4. Precision evaluation (Our method performs the best in rationality analysis).

Fig. 5. Recall evaluation (Our method performs the best in rationality analysis).

We do the earlier mentioned procedure based on the data we collect for N days.
As a result, we get a set of volatility parameters, that is, {β̃1, . . . , β̃N}, where β̃ j =
{β̃ j

1 , β̃
j
2 , . . . , β̃

j
m} ( j = 1, 2, . . . , N) with each of them standing for the volatility(or risk)

caused by rationality in each category during opening hours. At the same time, we
get a set of volatility parameters which are caused by irrationality in each category,
respectively. During the analysis, we also explore the factors that lead to rational
decisions or irrational decisions. Therefore, we can finally have a good knowledge of
proportion of rationality and irrationality in the statistical point of view.

5.3. Effectiveness Evaluation

Effectiveness is based on two metrics: precision and recall. F1-score is easily computed
based on precision and recall, and we omit it. Precision is defined as the fraction of
the irrational behaviors in the returned result that are correctly identified. Recall is
defined as the fraction of the actual irrational behaviors that are contained in the
returned result.

Based on the three datasets, we evaluate the effectiveness of RAM and GSSL, and
report the results in Figures 4 and 5. From the results, it is the conclusion that RAM
has better precision and recall than GSSL to detect irrational decisions in visit behav-
iors, shopping behaviors, and taxi drivers’ behaviors. RAM performs much better with
scaling-up data. It is interesting to find that (1) GSSL has the decreasing precision
and recall when the data are scaling up. It is because in scaling-up data, the features
of irrational behaviors become more and more complicated which is hard for GSSL to
handle. (2) Performance in city is the worst, then better in mall, and the best in park.
The reasons are that the trajectories of taxi drivers are the most complicated ones in
the three different trajectory data and the environment is also the most complicated
one which brings challenge to irrationality analysis models.

To retrieve the hidden impact factors in decision process, we employ three different
behavior datasets to conduct the effectiveness evaluation of CHFR and LUFS. The
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Fig. 6. Precision evaluation (Our method performs the best in hidden impact factor retrieval).

Fig. 7. Recall evaluation (our method performs the best in hidden impact factor retrieval).

Fig. 8. Efficiency evaluation (our method requires less time cost in rationality analysis).

results are reported in Figures 6 and 7. From the results, we can conclude that CHFR
has better precision and recall than LUFS to retrieve the hidden impact factors in
visit behaviors, shopping behaviors, and taxi drivers’ behaviors. CHFR performs much
better with scaling-up data. As irrationality analysis results, it is interesting to find
that performance in city is the worst, then in mall, and in park is the best. The reasons
are the trajectories of taxi drivers are the most complicated and the environment is
also the most complicated which brings more complicated hidden impact factors to the
decision behaviors.

5.4. Efficiency Evaluation

Based on visit behavior data, shopping behavior data, and taxi drivers’ behavior data,
we report the efficiency evaluation of RAM and GSSL in Figure 8. It is obvious that RAM
requires less time cost to run for irrational decision detection while GSSL dramatically
requires more time in scaling-up data. Time cost in city test (Figure 8(c)) is the largest
because the trajectories are much more complicated and larger than trajectories in mall
(Figure 8(b)) and park (Figure 8(a)). We report the efficiency evaluation of CHFR and
LUFS in Figure 9. The evaluation is conducted on three different datasets. Based on
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Fig. 9. Efficiency evaluation (our method requires less time cost in hidden impact factor retrieval).

the evaluation results, we conclude that CHFR requires less time cost to run for hidden
impact factor retrieval while LUFS dramatically requires more time in scaling-up data.
Time cost in city test (Figure 9(c)) is the most because the trajectories are much more
complicated and larger than trajectories in mall (Figure 9(b)) and park (Figure 9(a)).

5.5. Field Study: Analysis of Value Utilization in Attraction Bundles in a Theme Park

As shown in Figure 10, in a theme park (Sentosa4) at Singapore, we deploy our system
to understand and quantify the value utilization of attraction bundles with respect to
consumer attributes. Day play pass (or day pass) allows a visitor to Sentosa to pay once
an upfront amount (called the bundle price) to enjoy up to 17 participating attractions.
Bundle price variability depends on: day of redemption (weekday or weekend), age of
visitor (child or adult), type of pass (one-day or two-day pass). Two-day pass allows
the additional visit to the Universal Studio Singapore on one of the days which can
be considered as the rationality impact factors. Attractions included in the bundle are
varied and diverse that cater to a wide variety of consumer preference and decision at
the site. We observe the visitors from September 2012 to March 2013 and have 6,882
observations. Each visitor has: the set of attractions visited and a timestamp on each
attraction visit. We define the bundle’s value utilization, U , as U = ∑l

i=1 pi − b, where l
is the sequence length, pi is the usual price of (visited) attraction i, and b is the average
bundle price. We put forth the following hypotheses: (1) there is a difference in the value
utilization between individuals and groups. (2) Having children in the group matters
to the value utilization. (3) The group size matters to the value utilization. (4) The
number of children in the group matters to the value utilization. Our system output is
that hypotheses (1), (2) and (4) are supported, but hypotheses (3) is not supported. The
output brings us the insights as follows. For consumers, traveling in groups saves more
money. For theme park managers, taking the result of rationality analysis result and
the impact factors into account, additional (kids-friendly) attractions in the (proposed)
family bundle appear more appealing to the consumers while knowing that they are
not likely to utilize that much value.

5.6. Findings, Feedbacks, and Discussions

Employing RAM and CHFR, we are able to detect irrational decisions and retrieve the
hidden impact factors. After investigating irrational decisions, rational decisions, and
the hidden impact factors, we come to the following three findings which are based on
feedbacks from our system users.

Irrational decision analysis. The “advantage” of irrational decision is bringing more
concentrated behaviors in certain location and time. For example, in a shopping mall,

4http://www.sentosa.com.sg/.
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Fig. 10. Field study in a theme park.
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an irrational decision usually results in more shopping and expense. Thus, we can
study irrational decisions to help merchant design promotion and advertisement. In a
city, a taxi driver’s irrational behavior may result in covering hard-to-reach areas which
benefits passengers and city transportation. But the disadvantage of irrational decision
is also about the concentrated behaviors which may bring congestion. For example, in
a park, a promotion usually brings in many irrational behaviors which results in
long queuing time. Such irrational behaviors usually bring poor user experience. It
will be very interesting and useful to study the impact of irrational decision and how
population react to certain irrational behaviors.

Rational decision analysis. The advantage of rational decision is letting us easy to
model and predict behaviors which brings benefit to us to well-organized crowds. But
the disadvantage of rational decision is that rational persons are usually not sensitive
to events or promotions and advertisements. Thus, it is hard for us to design attractive
and effective promotions and advertisements.

Hidden impact factor analysis. In our study, we find out that young persons are much
more irrational (25%) than the elder. Men are usually much more irrational (30%) than
women in park and taxi drivers. But women are much more irrational (43%) than
men in shopping mall, especially when women are accompanied on the shopping trip
(24%). As a hidden impact factor, we find out time is also very important in decision.
Given a day starting from the morning, rationality usually decays along the time. At
midnight, rationality comes to the lowest (averagely 65% lower than the rationality in
the morning). Limited to the behavior data we collected, we only have such preliminary
findings which requires more data to interpret and verify. But such findings are very
useful and footstone for mobile trajectory-based advertising, group-based promotion
design, and social influence analysis from trajectories. For example, in a shopping
mall, if we want to conduct mobile trajectory-based advertising which is an interesting
and promising research topic and application in economics and information system
management, what factors will impact the advertising is a key question in causality
analysis. Our study gives the direct method to investigate the trajectories and impact
factors.

6. RELATED WORK

Decision analysis models usually focus on solving Markov Decision Process [Li et al.
2011; Erez and Smart 2010]. In Varakantham et al. [2009], an algorithm is proposed to
solve distributed POMDPs. In Velagapudi et al. [2011], cooperative persons iteratively
generate individual policies. In Forbes et al. [1995], driving an autonomous vehicle in
normal traffic is studied. In Alpern and Reyniers [2002], they discussed the spatial
dispersion problem. There are recent projects focusing on recommendation system on
transportation. Yuan et al. [2013] presented a recommender for taxi drivers and people
expecting to take a taxi. Powell et al. [2011] presented a method for reducing cruising
miles by suggesting profitable locations to taxicab drivers. Zheng et al. [2012] em-
ployed the nonhomogeneous Poisson process to model the behavior of vacant taxis and
proposed an approach to make recommendations for potential passengers on where
to wait for a taxi based on our estimated waiting time. Zhu et al. [2010] presented a
fast algorithm called Grafting-Light to solve the 1-norm-regularized maximum likeli-
hood estimation of Markov random fields for efficient feature selection and structure
learning. Also, Haaren and Davis [2012] pursued a new approach that viewed Markov
network structure learning as a feature generation problem. For decision prediction
model, multiple methods have been proposed in recent papers. Matsubara et al. [2012]
made prediction model to forecast future events given collection of time-evolving events.
However, they just made prediction on future events based on web time-evolving data,
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not human behavior strategies. Noulas et al. predicted the next venue that a mobile
user would visit [Noulas et al. 2012]. In network analysis, link prediction is an impor-
tant task. Yang et al. introduced a probabilistic method for heterogeneous networks
[Yang et al. 2012]. Unfortunately for rationality analysis, either decision analy-
sis models or prediction models suffer from high computation cost and not easy
interpretation.

Feature selection has been shown effective in dealing with high-dimensional and
unlabeled data. Feature selection for unlabeled data remains a challenging task due
to the absence of label information by which the feature relevance can be assessed. In
our problem, since the trajectory information is unlabeled, the feature selection of data
is of interest. Zhang et al. [2014b] studied metapath-based multinetwork collective
link prediction. Tang and Liu [2012] studied the differences between social media data
and traditional attribute-value data, investigated if the relations revealed in linked
data could be used to help select relevant features, and proposed unsupervised feature
selection. Zhang et al. [2014a] methods to transfer heterogeneous links across location-
based social networks. But such methods usually assume certain features for feature
selection which do not work well in hidden feature (impact factor) selection. Anomaly
detection is an interesting and popular topic in data mining and science. Different
from previous work as anomaly detection in categorical data (pattern-based hard to be
defined, i.e., spamming pattern or influential pattern) [Akoglu et al. 2012], multiple
kernel learning for heterogeneous anomaly detection (too many parameters to tune)
[Das et al. 2010], and abnormal patterns retrieval from heterogeneous time-series
(clustering-based not suitable for diffusion process) [Fujimaki et al. 2009], in our work,
irrational behaviors are usually not abnormal behaviors. Thus, it is hard to employ
anomaly detection techniques.

Trajectory mining is usually a random walk problem which can be represented by
graphs. Graphs and feature vectors are two alternatives to represent data, and the
former is often more natural than the latter. Even if the original data has feature
representation, it is usually helpful to transform the data into a graph structure to
better exploit properties of the data. In this way, learning on graphs is receiving more
and more attention in recent years. Ji and Han [2012] proposed an active learning
algorithm based on the graph structure, but without label information and feature
representation. Active learning on graphs is an important technique that applies to
many problems, such as Random Walk. Gu and Han [2012] proposed a nonadaptive
active learning approach on graphs, based on generalization error bound minimization.
When considering the traveling person’s trajectories and decision making, we cannot
ignore that there are person groups moving together. Their decisions have similarity
and interactions, sometimes not following the personal preferences. This is an impor-
tant factor when persons in groups make decisions. Tang et al. investigated the problem
of discovering object groups (i.e., traveling companions) from streaming trajectories.
They proposed the models of closed companion candidates and smart intersection to
accelerate data processing [Tang et al. 2012]. Our previous work [Liu et al. 2013b]
studied the community detection from trajectories using kernel learning methods. Dif-
ferent from the previous work, our work is the first to investigate rationality of decision
process from trajectory data.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we analyze rationality from trajectories. First, we proposed RAM. Conse-
quently, we proposed impact factor selection method that leads to rational or irrational
decisions. Second, we explored hidden factors both for individual and multiple persons
during different time periods which are not observed in RAM, by CHFR. Based on three
large-scale real-life human behavior trace datasets, we conduct extensive experiment
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to evaluate our methods. Experimental results show that our methods are able to de-
tect rational and irrational trajectories from the trajectories, analyze the impact factors
and discover the hidden impact factors effectively.
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